
Offer #2024-07824

PhD Position F/M Anticipating Human Behavior for
Human-Robot Interaction
Contract type : Fixed-term contract

Level of qualifications required : PhD or equivalent

Fonction : PhD Position

About the research centre or Inria department
The Inria Grenoble research center groups together almost 600 people in 23 research teams and 7
research support departments.

Staff is present on three campuses in Grenoble, in close collaboration with other research and higher
education institutions (University Grenoble Alpes, CNRS, CEA, INRAE, …), but also with key economic
players in the area.

Inria Grenoble is active in the fields of high-performance computing, verification and embedded
systems, modeling of the environment at multiple levels, and data science and artificial intelligence. The
center is a top-level scientific institute with an extensive network of international collaborations in
Europe and the rest of the world.

Context
Collaboration between Inria team THOTH and the multidisciplinary institute in artificial intelligence
(MIAI) in Grenoble

Research activities in MIAI aim to cover all aspects of AI and applications of AI with a current focus on
embedded and hardware architectures for AI, learning and reasoning, perception and interaction, AI &
society, AI for health, AI for environment & energy, and AI for industry 4.0.

The close connection to University of Grenoble Alpes offers additionally many oportunities for
collaboration, further training and networking within and cross research fields.

Assignment
Keywords
human-robot interaction, machine learning, computer vision, representation learning

Theme/Domain
Human-robot systems are challenging because the actions of one agent can significantly influence the
actions of others. Therefore, anticipating the partner's actions is crucial. By inferring beliefs, intentions,
and desires, we can develop cooperative robots that learn to assist humans or other robots effectively. In
this project we are in particular interested in estimating human intentions to enable collaborative tasks
between humans and robots such as human-to-robot and robot-to-human handovers.

Context and Motivation
Even after three decades of research in human-robot interaction, current systems still struggle to
comprehend users’ intentions, goals, and needs, thus failing to anticipate their actions. A shared "non-
verbal" language is missing, which would enable communication beyond classical user commands for
robot control. This absence of a common representation of behavioral skills, which would allow
anticipation of each other's behavior, limits an agent's ability to interact and collaborate effectively with
humans. We aim to build a new generation of human-robot interaction that pro-actively adapts to users’
future input actions by monitoring their movements and predicting their interaction intentions. 

Contact
pia.bideau@inria.fr
The thesis will be jointly supervised by Pia Bideau (THOTH), Karteek Alahari (THOTH) and Xavier Alameda
Pineda (RobotLearn).

Please apply with the typical application documents: CV, certificates (MSc degree), research statement
and two references. We will screen applications on a rolling basis. The position will be filled as soon as a
suitable candidate is found.

Main activities

file:///public/classic/fr/offres/2022-05154/topdf
mailto:pia.bideau@inria.fr


Summary

This project aims to estimate human intentions within a collaborative human-robot setup using visual
data. Traditional approaches to action classification focus on identifying and categorizing immediate
actions. However, collaborative tasks, such as human-to-robot handovers, demand a more nuanced
understanding. These tasks require not only the ability to classify for example the type of the human
grasp accurately but also to anticipate future actions effectively.

To achieve this, the project will:

1. Identify Human Hand-Object Configurations: Develop algorithms to precisely identify and classify
the positioning and interaction of human hands with objects. This involves understanding the
object's shape and its impact on the human grasp pose.

2. Anticipate Future Actions: Implement predictive models that can estimate what actions a human
might take next. This anticipation is crucial for seamless collaboration, allowing robots to prepare
and respond proactively to human movements.

By combining these elements, the project seeks to create a more intuitive and effective human-robot
interaction framework. This will enable robots to better understand and predict human behavior, leading
to smoother and more intuitive collaborations for a variety of handover tasks.

Goals

Developing Latent Action Representations: Utilize generative models to create latent action
representations that can handle both classification and anticipation tasks. These representations
will capture the underlying structure of human actions, allowing the system to recognize and
predict behaviors more effectively.
Addressing Challenges of Low Data Availability: Implement strategies to work effectively in
environments with limited data. This may involve techniques such as transfer learning, data
augmentation, and synthetic data generation to ensure robust performance despite scarce
training examples.
Managing Initially Unknown Classes: Develop methods to identify and incorporate new, previously
unseen classes of actions. This capability will enable the system to adapt and learn in real-time,
enhancing its ability to function in dynamic and unpredictable environments.

By achieving these objectives, the project seeks to contribute to developing systems that are capable of
adapting to their environment and human interaction partners, allowing more intuitive and effective
collaboration.
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Skills
MSc degree in computer science or similar field
Excellent English writing and communication skills
Excellent software engineering and programming skills in Python (C++ is beneficial)
Sophisticated technical background in the following fields: robotics, machine learning and
computer vision
Industrial experience is a plus
Interest in interdisciplinary research in the context of the MIAI Grenoble Alpes Institute

Benefits package
Subsidized meals
Partial reimbursement of public transport costs
Leave: 7 weeks of annual leave + 10 extra days off due to RTT (statutory reduction in working hours)
+ possibility of exceptional leave (sick children, moving home, etc.)
Possibility of teleworking (90 days / year) and flexible organization of working hours
Professional equipment available (videoconferencing, loan of computer equipment, etc.)
Social, cultural and sports events and activities
Access to vocational training
Complementary health insurance under conditions

https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.03205
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.06000


Remuneration
1st and 2nd year: 2 100 euros gross salary /month

3rd year: 2 190 euros gross salary / month

General Information
Theme/Domain : Robotics and Smart environments 
Information system (BAP E)
Town/city : Montbonnot
Inria Center : Centre Inria de l'Université Grenoble Alpes
Starting date : 2024-10-01
Duration of contract : 3 years
Deadline to apply : 2024-07-14

Contacts
Inria Team : THOTH
PhD Supervisor : 
Bideau Pia / pia.bideau@inria.fr

About Inria
Inria is the French national research institute dedicated to digital science and technology. It employs
2,600 people. Its 200 agile project teams, generally run jointly with academic partners, include more
than 3,500 scientists and engineers working to meet the challenges of digital technology, often at the
interface with other disciplines. The Institute also employs numerous talents in over forty different
professions. 900 research support staff contribute to the preparation and development of scientific and
entrepreneurial projects that have a worldwide impact.

Warning : you must enter your e-mail address in order to save your application to Inria. Applications
must be submitted online on the Inria website. Processing of applications sent from other channels is
not guaranteed.

Instruction to apply
Applications must be submitted online on the Inria website.

Processing of applications sent by other channels is not guaranteed.

Defence Security : 
This position is likely to be situated in a restricted area (ZRR), as defined in Decree No. 2011-1425 relating
to the protection of national scientific and technical potential (PPST).Authorisation to enter an area is
granted by the director of the unit, following a favourable Ministerial decision, as defined in the decree
of 3 July 2012 relating to the PPST. An unfavourable Ministerial decision in respect of a position situated
in a ZRR would result in the cancellation of the appointment.

Recruitment Policy : 
As part of its diversity policy, all Inria positions are accessible to people with disabilities.

http://www.inria.fr/centre/grenoble
https://www.inria.fr/equipes/THOTH
mailto:pia.bideau@inria.fr
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